Mathematical Structures in Computer Science bridges the gap between theoretical computer science and software design. By publishing original perspectives from all areas of computing, the journal stresses applications from logic, algebra, geometry, category theory and other areas of logic and mathematics. Through issues such as this special issue, the journal also plans to play an occasional, but important role in the fields of intelligent computation and automation.
For this special issue, we have selected twenty three papers concerned with mathematical structures in the fields of intelligent computation and automation. These papers cover topics including:
-neural networks and stability research; -non-linear systems and control methods; -network control system analysis methods; -advanced algorithm analysis and applications; -multi-objective decision models and applications; -software system modelling.
In particular:
-Guoquan Liu, Simon X. Yang, Yi Chai and Wei Fu report on research into delaydependent robust stability criteria for stochastic neural networks of neutral-type with interval time-varying delay and linear fractional uncertainties. -Qibing Jin, Liting Cao, Kun He, Kewen Wang and Beiyan Jiang describe the design of an IMC-PID controller based on MEOTF and its application in non-square processes with time delay. -Bin Jiao and Shaobin Yan propose a cooperative co-evolutionary particle swarm optimiser based on a niche sharing scheme for the flow shop scheduling problem under uncertainty. Above all, the carefully selected papers included in this issue are representative of the latest advanced mathematical ideas and applications in the field of intelligent computation and automation, which we hope will attract a broad scientific readership in addition to a more specialised one.
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